Good morning Beloved Hearts, as we make Our way through this subject matter for educational purposes, there can be, which some of may already be feeling a sense of overwhelm. This is understandable due to the expansive nature of the Plan Unfolding throughout the Whole of the Human, Planetary and Solar Evolution, that each of you are a dynamic part. So I tell you, you will never understand any of this from within your present human consciousness for it is not capable of such comprehension. This is why the Initiations are in place and here at the 3rd Initiation the Dissolution of the personality must occur to allow you to move beyond the limitations of the old constraints of human consciousness.

I have already told you, in previous times, that as you pass through the 3rd Initiation and enter the Realms of Intuition and Innate Knowing, all this information, all the Rules and all the how’s to do this and that, will no longer play any part in your lives. This is why We have been pounding and pressing upon you the importance of your Inner Connections to be focused upon your ‘I Am’ Presence, for It, through this connection, via your Antahkarana or Rainbow Bridge, that your Expansion into the Intuitive Knowing will take over all that you do.

The feelings of inadequacy, which are present within many of your Auric Fields at this time, need comforting, so these old aspects of fear and feelings of inability, powerlessness or failure may be withdrawn and removed for ever! So if or when the sense of inadequacy, of finite in the face of the infinite comes over you, endeavour to realize that you are a Representative of a Whole State of Consciousness within the Body of Humanity. As such, the work which you are doing, the Service Activity which you are consciously carrying out and the expansions of consciousness which you achieve, the adjustments which you make within your instrumentality, permit Embodiment and Expressions of these Expansions, however small this may seem to be.

You are doing this not for yourself alone, but for the whole State of Consciousness within the Body of Humanity which you represent. You are here not as a personality but as a Soul, a Soul who shares with a vast, vast number of other human beings, a particular place on the path, a particular type and kind and Quality of experience, a particular Aspiration to Move Forward, Onward, Higher, a particular Aspect of Purpose and Plan. So you ‘are’ an Open Channel into the Whole of that State of Consciousness and the many human beings who share it with you. You are not Alone, and every step made forward is another step toward your Desired Ascension. Do not then limit yourselves by remaining in any sort of state whereby you feel you are not capable. If you were not capable of achieving what we are discussing in these Discourses, you would not be here within this Ashramic Group!
Let us continue;

Owing to Extra-Planetary stimulation required, Planetary crisis from World War II, to the present, the Invocative cries of humanity, Energy from Shamballa has been permitted to play upon the ‘Centre which is called the Race of Men’ and has produced two potent results: first, the world war as was precipitated in Sept 1939 and, secondly, the Fission of the Atom, resulting in the atomic bomb in 1942 that was brought about which was used against Japan in 1945 as the result of the attack on Pearl Harbour. (This aspect of the Granting of the Permission to build the atomic bomb was described in the Serapis Bey Discourse; ‘Cleaning Up The Radiation Caused By The Failure At Fukushima And The Releasing Of The Elementals Trapped And Separated From Their Divine Purity - Part 2 - Serapis Bey - 13th April 2017’.)

Both these events were made possible by the pouring-in of the Energy and Power of the Third Aspect of the First Ray of Power or Will. This is the lowest Aspect, and definite material effects were produced. The Destroyer Aspect was therefore the First aspect to take effect. It split the thoughtform of materialistic living (which was governing and controlling Humanity everywhere back then) upon the mental plane and, at the same time, it produced a great Agent of Destruction upon the physical plane.

Thus was the New Era ushered in; thus was the stage set for a better future. This was the Intent and the Purpose of those who Compose the Council Chamber of the Lord. It rests with Humanity itself now to take advantage of the proffered opportunity which this destructive manifestation was made possible.

Shamballa, having acted in this manner, it is nevertheless the Hierarchy which will bring into Expression a measure of the Second Aspect of the First Ray of Will or Power, and it is for this that the Hierarchy have been Acting since 1945. It is for this event that the Christ is fitting Himself to be the Distributing Agent and the Directing Factor, with the concentrated assistance of the United Hierarchy. It is this that will begin to manifest when the Second Coming of the Christ will appear. You have here, the True reason for this proclaimed ‘Coming or Reappearance’.

The distinction between material living and Spiritual Living has now been clearly demonstrated as is potently capitalized upon revealing all aspects of its nature. The last 20 years since the turn of the century, gives clear and accurate evidence of all that is being shared here today. This has been made possible, by the cleavage of the ancient materialistic thoughtform on mental levels. The re-orientation of human thinking thus is being grasped and will now have its first results upon emotional levels through the focussed expression of human Goodwill; this is the lowest Aspect of the Second Ray of
Love-Wisdom, implemented and strengthened by the Second Aspect of the First Ray of Will.

On the physical plane, the great scientific discovery, called colloquially the ‘splitting of the atom’, was hoped to turned eventually to the production of those conditions which will enable mankind to follow the Good, the Beautiful and the True. Thus allowing mankind to help themselves for Greater Prosperity of the Good. It was anticipated that humanity would be freed from the dread presence of purely materialistic thinking. This sadly did not transpire as you will all know by now. There were many scientists after the war, who were not only visioning the non-destructive aspect of atomic energy, but began to engage in harnessing it, for the Good of Humanity, with some of its products and its radioactive properties for the advancement of humanity. However, the materialism and controlling natures of the dark forces found their ways back into prominent and corrupt and immoral positions of world government.

Through the past civilizations and their eventual catastrophic destruction, the Planetary Logos has gradually prepared the Ground or Planetary Field for the ‘Planting of the Germ of Will’, the nurturing of which is a future part of human destiny beginning with greater determination than ever before today! The Seven Major Phases of the unfoldment of the human race of which Our modern Aryan Race is the Fifth, are in the Nature of Seven Planetary Initiations or unfoldment; the word ‘Initiation’ is not to be understood in the exact sense in which Human Initiations are understood and interpreted. Men are initiated into phases of the Divine Consciousness through ‘Applied Stimulation’, whereby their vehicles evidence readiness. In connection with the Planetary Logos, it is He Who Initiated a New Process in Seven Phases, preparatory to the expected Divine Planting. It must be borne in mind that the use of the word ‘planting’ is purely symbolic. Each phase brings the Original Divine Purpose or Spiritual Project nearer to Fruition, and it is for this that Sanat Kumara came into Manifestation or Incarnation.

Each of these Phases affects all the four Kingdoms in Nature, producing a Higher Stage of sensitivity in each successive one, but it is only in the Fourth Kingdom, the human, that there exists the possibility of a conscious registering and recognition of Divine Intent and a faint vibrating response to the Will-Aspect of Divinity. It has taken a millenia of years to bring this about. When you remember that it has only been in the present world crisis that the Planetary Logos dared to subject the forms in all the four Kingdoms to the direct stimulation of His Impelling Will, you will realize the long, long patience which is perhaps His most distinctive Characteristic. Patience is a Quality of Will; it is of the Nature of a Strict Adherence to a Fixed Intention. At each transition
from one civilization to another (each being built upon the cultural Seed of the preceding one, after a due Flowering of the Civilization) we could say of Sanat Kumara what has been said of the Christ, that ‘He sees of the travail of His Soul and is satisfied’.

So blind are men that when a civilization comes to an end, when the familiar mode of cultural expression is brought (as is usual) under the hand of the Destroyer, Humanity regards it as a major disaster and dreads and fears the ruin which usually surrounds such an event. But from the standpoint of the World of Significance’s, Progress is seen, and the day of fulfilment for that to happen here in these future times draws much nearer.

Our modern civilization today (under the hammer of the Destroyer Aspect) is being changed; old things are passing away, having served their purpose. The New things are not yet noted or appreciated, though already present. The Work of Preparation for the Planting of the Germ or Seed of the Divine Will on Earth is nearly over. When the Hierarchy is externalized, and men as a whole recognize the position on Earth of the Christ and of His Church ‘invisible’ (the Union of All Souls Made Perfect, which is a True description of the Hierarchy), then, in a manner unforeseen by Humanity, Shamballa will assume Control, and from the Council Chamber of Sanat Kumara will issue forth the Sower of the Seed. He will Sow it within the Ground prepared by Humanity, and thus the future is assured, not for the Planetary Logos alone, but for that Greater Whole in which our Planet plays its little part. That moment lies ahead in the civilization which shall be, and in the next Great Human Race, which will emerge out of all our modern Races and Nations, the Seeds will Sprout forth and produce its Fruit! The next Race will be a Fusion of the Whole, and a World-Wide Recognition of the One Humanity is an essential prerequisite of the Sowing, Sprouting and the Fruit. It is the Creation of this Universal Recognition which will be one of the major tasks of the Second Coming of the Christ, that of the Christed Ones and Their Attendants, the Hierarchy.

When the ‘little wills of men’ are beginning to respond on a measurably larger scale to the Greater Will of the Divine Life, then the major task of Shamballa will become possible. Nevertheless, prior to that, Humanity must Respond to the Light and the Love which are the preparatory Streams of Spiritual Energy and which are already pouring forth in response to human Invocation.

In comprehending the Planetary Initiatory Processes as Instituted by the Planetary Logos, men must relate them to the great crises which have occurred in all the Races of men. Just as the Initiate-Disciple passes from one Initiation to another through a process of continuously leaving behind those aspects of the form life which have been
‘Destroyed’ by him as useless, so Humanity leaves behind civilization after civilization under the stimulus of the Evolving Purpose of Sanat Kumara Who Initiates constantly that which is New and that which will better Serve His Will. Men are apt to think that the Whole Evolutionary Process, including the development of the Subhuman Kingdoms in Nature, is merely a mode whereby men can reach perfection and develop better forms through which to manifest that perfection. But in the last analysis, human progress is purely relative and incidental. The Factor of Supreme Importance is the Ability of the Planetary Logos to carry out His Primary Intention and bring His ‘Project’ to a Sound Consummation, thus fulfilling the Task given to Him by His Great Superior, the Solar Logos.

The Lord of the World is, We are told, the Sole Repository of the Will and the Purpose of His Over Lighting, Cosmic Soul. These two words, ‘Will and Purpose’, are not identical in meaning. Sanat Kumara and His Council at Shamballa are the only Beings upon Our Planet Who Know just what is the Nature of the Divine Purpose. It is Their Function and Obligation to Work that Purpose out into Manifestation, and this They do by the Use of the Will. The Will ever implements the Purpose. The Repository of the Will-Aspect of man’s Innate Divinity is to be found at the base of the spine. This can only function correctly and be the Agent of the Divine Will after the Third Initiation. The Head Centre is the one which is the Custodian of the Purpose. The Centre at the base of the spine indicates the Will as it implements the Purpose.

This Energy of the Will is the most potent Energy in the Whole Scheme of Planetary Existence. It is called the ‘Shamballa Force’, and it is that which Holds all things together in Life. It is, in Reality, Life Itself. This Life Force or Divine Will (implementing Divine Intention) is that by means of which Sanat Kumara arrives at His Goal. On a tiny scale, it is the use of one of the lowest Aspects of the Will (human self-will) which enables a man to carry out his plans and attain his fixed purpose, if he has one.

Where the Will is lacking, the Plan dies out and the Purpose is not achieved. Even in relation to self-will, it is veritably the ‘Life of the Project’. The moment Sanat Kumara has attained His Planetary Purpose, He will withdraw this Potent Energy, and (in this withdrawing) ‘Destruction’ will set in. This Shamballa Force is steadily held on leash for fear of too great an impact upon the unprepared Kingdoms in Nature.

This has been referenced to its impact also upon Humanity to date. As seen in 1975, and also in the year 2000, but the risks then, were not so great as in the First Impact, owing to the Spiritual Growth of Mankind. Each time this Energy strikes, every 25 years, into the human consciousness some fuller Aspect of the Divine Plan appears. The next
Impact is due in 2025 of which We must prepare again, this time for even less impact of ‘Destruction’ where possible. It is the Energy which brings about Synthesis, which holds all things within the Circle of the Divine Love. Since its Impact during the past years, human thinking has been more concerned with the Production of Unity and the Attainment of Synthesis in all human relations than ever before, and one result of this Energy has been the forming of the United Nations and this time We are adhering to a New form of this Energy, but this time this taking Form as a World Nation towards the Unifying of All People within a Higher Level of Understanding of what Brotherhood and Sisterhood mean when it comes to the Second Ray Expressions of Divine Love.

It will be apparent to you, therefore, that this Energy is the Agent for the Revelation of the Divine Purpose.

We have spoken much of the Purpose of the Planetary Logos. When I use the word ‘Purpose’ I am indicating the answer to the question: Why did the Planetary Logos Create this World and Start the Evolutionary, Creative Process? Only one answer has as yet been permitted to be given. Sanat Kumara has Created this Planet and all that moves and lives therein in order to bring about a Planetary Synthesis and an Integrated System whereby a tremendous Solar Revelation can be seen.

Having said that, We have not really penetrated any distance into the True Meaning of the Divine Purpose. We have only indicated the method whereby it is being attained, but the True Objective remains still an obscure mystery, Guarded rigidly in the Council Chamber of Sanat Kumara.

It is wise to remember that Three Great Energies are Focussed in Shamballa, the Seat of Fire:

1. **The Energy of Purification**: This is the Power, Innate in the Manifested Universe, which gradually and steadily adapts the Substance Aspect to the Spiritual by a process which we call Purification, where Humanity is concerned.

2. **The Energy of Destruction**: This is a Destruction which removes the Forms which are imprisoning the Inner Spiritual Life and hiding the Inner Soul Light. This Energy is therefore one of the major Aspects of the Purification Nature of the Divine Life, and that is the reason why I have put Purification ahead of Destruction.

3. **The Energy of Organization**: This is the Energy which set in motion the Activity of the Great Ray Lives and started the motivation and Impulse of that which
produced Manifestation. Thus were the Seven Ray Qualities brought into Divine Expression. The Relation of Spirit and Matter produced this Ordered Process which again, Cyclically and under Cosmic Law, Creates the Manifested World as a Field for Soul Development and as an area wherein Divine Purpose is wrought out through the Medium of the Plan.

The Nature of the ‘One’ must be grasped and comprehended. This has reference to the fact that our Planetary Life is Itself a Centre within a still Greater Life and is today One of the Three Planetary Centres (even if not yet One of the Seven Sacred Planets) which are the Custodians of the Force, in Process of Transmission, which will be to the Greater Life what Shamballa, the Hierarchy and Humanity are to Our Planetary Logos.

Before we closed today, I wish to say, that as the personality, as the brain awareness itself, and the indwelling incarnate consciousness is expanded by the infusion of the Spiritual Soul, the Consciousness of the One Life, that individuals begin to establish on a horizontal level the relationship or relationships which are reflections of the field of relationships within the One Life.

Now, this concept may be somewhat difficult at the onset. Therefore, relax and yet alert the mind in receptivity to it.

In the One Life all factors are known. All Aspects, All Qualities, Attributes, etc., are known and related in a unity of relationship. As this consciousness of the One Life comes down into the brain awareness, the individual then, in the three worlds, establishes his or her relationships on a horizontal level which are a reflection of that unity of relationships which is being made known to him or her via their vertical alignment with the One Life. This field of horizontal relationships is actually group consciousness. Now, let us be very, very clear in our understanding of what constitutes Group Consciousness. It is not limited to a small group of individuals. This is the most important concept and the one which is, so little understood by those who are aspiring to attain Group Consciousness. The individual who is group conscious has made their atone-ment with humanity. He or she is capable of, and does, establish according to karmic necessity, group relationships with whatever individual or group of individuals they is karmically related to.

Please consider this, most of you have thought of Group Consciousness as constituting a Group of individuals who were somehow related with one another in a relationship which was defined as Group Consciousness. This concept is limited and somewhat distorted. Group Consciousness is the consciousness attained by the individual who has achieved a realization of the One Life and who is establishing his or her horizontal
relationships according to his or her realization of that One Life. You will do well to contemplate this further, for while it remains still within its Abstract Form just now for you, to bring it down into the Concrete mind, for manifestation, it will require much due diligence as a Group effort, and more so from within the New Group Gatherings as you begin to Unite with others outside of this finite Group as it stands today!

Next I wish to touch upon the New Gatherings and the need to create a Headquarters from which you must now begin to create it, either as individuals or present Members of this Group in your own areas or a main World Headquarters due to the nature of this Elemental Grace Alliance Group Divine Plan, for this also transcends what could be defined as having a different Purpose that shall lay other features not considered from the previous understanding of Ashramic Group Life; since the Awareness and Creative Thought Impulses has been introduced to this Divine Plan and the Manifestation of the Narayana Joy Living Temples and Sanctuaries of Light! Keep this factor present within your core Group as you move forward. One Application for one form of Ashramic Group Life is the same for all, however the Purposes within them differ from one to another, and at the same time Unify within the One Life of the Whole.

I Am Your Brother Djwhal Khul at your Service.